FOOP working bee 27 February 2010
A cloudy morning, but a good day to wander around
Burns paddock to inspect the area and plan the year’s
work there, as well as doing some. Maelor, Claude,
Neil, Robert, Nancy, Karen and I came to do the day’s
chores. On the way down the side track to the Pavement, we saw a wallaby and female ‘roos with young

At the Pavement we diverted to inspecting the Fringemyrtle colony – the very old one still has bright green
foliage, and several of the cuttings Neil propagated
are doing well, but several have disappeared

A brief dab at pulling out some Heliotrope, then over
the very shallow creek at stepping stones and up the

steep slope into Gardiner’s paddock, where we found
three sheep had wandered inside the park boundary,
but they escaped before we could round them up and
evict them

The northeast slope of Burns was amazingly clear of
Pear, Aloe Vera and Agave, as was the further curve
of the valley on the private land. Neil said the Cochineal bug seems to have conquered the pear. The east
slope used to be densely covered with pear and Aloe
Vera but is now mainly grasses, Hopbush and boxthorn

Neil had brought saws and secateurs so we snipped
Boxthorn for an hour and removed perhaps 7 or 8,
tossing them down the very steep slope

I wandered around the north end of the peninsula and
found the usual Nicotiana in flower, few grasses and
mainly desiccated Mustard Weed skeletons. The pear
has been largely conquered but there is still a great
deal of restoration to do there.

Mother and child

We walked back along the west slope, through the
fenced enclosures set up about a decade ago to protect
the maturing Callitris. Several new seedlings had
emerged and we put frames around them. Some
slightly older ones are looking very healthy – the bit
of summer rain has relaxed the stresses on them.
On the walk around the old hut site where the Agave
used to be, I found quite a few blue ceramic fragments
and one bit of a stoneware jug, a triangle with the
whole label, still legible: Stephen Green & Co.,
Lambeth, Patent double glazed. Lambeth is now part
of London, around Waterloo station, but in the 19th
century must have had a pottery

The ten or so mature Callitris are looking beautiful,
nicely shaped, no sign of being nibbled, surrounded
by young saplings of the next generation

Next stop was the stump of the big old Peppercorn
near the Pipes, which we helped lop three years ago. It
is still alive and resprouts each spring. Neil has been
keeping watch and cutting and painting the new
growth, so he had his secateurs and dabber, and we
removed this year’s growth. Most of the big trunk
lying down the slope is already disintegrating,
covered in whitish fungus.

around living shrubs and Silver Wattles, and discovered a bullant nest near one frame, the ants taking their
usual aggressive steps to protect their home

Lambeth stoneware jug label

Bullant defending its territory
That was a good day’s work, and we plan to revisit
Burns next month with mattocks and black plastic
sheeting to remove the small amount of Aloe Vera
and pear persisting on an otherwise quite clean east
slope
Robert Bender

Next stop was Main Flat where I wanted to remove
two bat boxes in need of repair. Any one box inspection we find about a third of the boxes have bats in
them, but this afternoon both the ones in need of repair had bats. C28 had two bats, which I evicted and
then removed the box as its back plate had rotted, and
is hollow, and occupied by a very large active ant
colony. The other, C33, also had four bats in it and
another very large ant colony, so I left it on the tree, to
be removed another day.

Bats and ants in C28 before I removed it
Neil and Robert finished up the day by repairing some
big chicken wire frames and repositioning them

